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In my article series “Hijab Reflections”, I reported a 
handful of sisters’ experiences as they increased their 
levels of hijab in various countries. The main idea of 
the series was to document our sisters’ stories and 

explore the similarities and differences in meaning and experiences 
due to our various localities and unique life-choices. From Malaysia 
to the USA to Pakistan - Yasmine, Sara and I shared and reflected on 
our triumphs and challenges linked to, at times only temporarily, 
increasing our commitment to hijab.

I talked about feeling the need to “fit in” to my new home and 
posed that adopting niqab might be a way to achieve that. My 
initial difficulties with niqab logistics proved a bit harder than I had 
anticipated - much to my husband’s and friends’ amusement - but 
I haven’t written off adopting the niqab more frequently in the 

future. However, I admitted that my intentions might not be sincere 
due to temporarily adopting the niqab for the perceived social/
cultural benefits - not necessarily as a spiritual imperative.

Yasmine found herself, at first, judgmentally criticising online hijab 
tutorials - but ultimately came to make peace with the reasons 
behind the popularity of such videos. She recommended checking 
in with one’s intentions and making sure that whatever choices 
are made (and actions sustained) that they are ultimately in line 
with what Allah I asks of us, what is best for us, and that we make 
changes for His sake alone. These changes need to be undertaken 
in spite of any hardships, inconveniences or other worldly benefits 
or drawbacks (real and perceived) we may encounter. At the end of 
the exercise though, Yasmine was not committed to wearing hijab 
full-time, but she was committed to continued personal reflection 

surrounding hijab and sincere eagerness to explore her intentions 
moving forward. 

Sara related the openly hostile and intimidating environment 
she was living in and general safety concerns due to her rural 
location in the USA. She expected to stand out as different when 
re-committing to niqab, but still seemed at times surprised that 
it was still a contentious choice in those areas. I surmised that it 
can be hard at times, once you get used to a certain way of dress, 
to remember that to others hijab or niqab seems ‘foreign’ and is 
perceived as oppressive instead of liberating.

As our stories have now gone to print, I’ve received feedback from 
women who identified with the related experiences.

One friend wrote; “You explained everything perfectly what I went 
through in Luxor, Egypt. I put on the niqab so the men would leave 
me alone and stop thinking I'm rich because I'm an American. 
Doesn’t matter what you tell them, you are rich!” She shared many 
of my same difficulties as well “Yes, the heat I had to get used to 
and that was tough [and] eating was a pain.”

But the freedom that hijab/niqab offers is worth the hardships. My 
friend wrote; “Oh, the freedom I had was wonderful, being invisible 
is freedom to me, not getting the constant stares is freedom.” After 
moving to another city where the invisibility niqab offered was 
no longer needed, she explained retrospectively; “I actually liked 
wearing it and think it's funny when [people in] the West think we 
are oppressed, when it's the most free I have ever felt. Free from 
judgment of all sorts!”

The experiment was an introspective one, and we each gathered 
a good amount of experiences to analyse. Of course, our lives 
don’t slow down so that we can properly reflect on our spiritual 
challenges and experiences such as these. Life is bittersweet; 
emotional and spiritual hardships can strike at any time. This being 
said, I want to express my heartfelt condolences to sister Yasmine 
who lost her mother during the course of these reflections. May 
Allah I give her patience with the loss and shower His mercy on 
her mother - granting her the highest level of Jannah. I lost my 
grandfather as well, which added in another layer of ruminations on 
my life choices to date. It’s hard to avoid an existential crisis upon 
learning of the death of a loved one, and my experience losing my 
grandfather was no exception. 

In his memory I would like to add some final thoughts to wrap up 
this series. 

My grandfather was a poetry therapist, and, in fact, he was one of 
the innovative therapy’s founders. In the years that he practised 
psychiatry in both a hospital setting and in private practice, he 
helped his patients manage difficult life challenges, process trauma, 
overcome disordered eating, address mental disturbances, as well 
as working through other issues. He always encouraged journaling, 
reflecting, art-making and poetry to process difficult events and 
learn about ourselves in a deeper way. He also spent the last years 
of his life writing a collection of memoirs that brought him clarity of 
his younger struggles and how those experiences were reflected in 
his current “seasoned” world-view.

What I learned from him in all our discussions over the years, 
from reading his published works, and in what I took away 
from facilitating this series, is that it is through reflection on our 
experiences that we can begin to move forward and make choices 
that are in line with our essential goals and purposes. Additionally, 
as Muslims, when we reflect on our personal truths and unscripted 
actions, we can find where our essential goals and purposes are 
falling in line with the rules that Allah I has laid down for us. 

In looking back on the experiment, I think the three of us learned 
how important it is to work around the physical, spiritual and 
emotional obstacles in the way of our goals. These workarounds 
came in the form of epiphanies revealed through journaling and 
self-reflection of our choices and experiences. It was with daily 
practice, leaps of faith and action that we were able to either test 
the waters, wade in, or start swimming.

What I take away from this project is a commitment to keeping a 
daily journal in which to write my experiences and record thoughts 
and feelings each day. Journal writing is effective in promoting 
self-reflection and learning, and daily journaling - especially when 
broaching a new personal struggle or desire for improvement 
- promotes real development. Journaling helps us track our 
behaviours and analyse trends in our feelings and choices. In this 
way, we can also gain a deeper understanding of why we are 
making the choices we are. If, in the midst of our daily struggles, we 
don’t record our preferences or our motivations behind them, then 
we will not be able to judge whether or not we are improving or 
how our opinions are changing over time. So much is experienced 
in a day that it helps to clarify some of the daily highlights and 
explore them in greater detail at our leisure. 

By tracking our progress each day, internal and external, we will 
eventually be able to see where there may be weak links, where we 
have room to grow, and where we excel. Regardless of where we 
are in any of our religious duties, there is always room to improve. 
The best and easiest way to do that is to make small changes and 
small steps in the direction we are aiming towards. 

If, for example, one is not wearing hijab, or wants to make some 
additional wardrobe and make-up changes, then the best thing 
to do is to take each day one at a time. Don’t focus on the big 
picture - just make one small change each day, for example, wear 
a hijab to go out to get the mail, then (perhaps when you are 
feeling bolder) wear it to the grocery store, and so on. Reflect on 
the full experience and write what happens each time. Write about 
how you felt, the thoughts that ran through your head during 
the exercise, or record any strong emotions. In this way, we can 
all track our personal journeys and move forward towards deeper 
understanding and growth - in whichever directions our desire for 
increases in faith and action takes us.
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